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How Are Babies Made Flip Flaps
From the author of How Should a Person Be? (“one of the most talked-about books of the
year”—Time Magazine) and the New York Times Bestseller Women in Clothes comes a daring
novel about whether to have children. In Motherhood, Sheila Heti asks what is gained and
what is lost when a woman becomes a mother, treating the most consequential decision of
early adulthood with the candor, originality, and humor that have won Heti international acclaim
and made How Should A Person Be? required reading for a generation. In her late thirties,
when her friends are asking when they will become mothers, the narrator of Heti’s intimate
and urgent novel considers whether she will do so at all. In a narrative spanning several years,
casting among the influence of her peers, partner, and her duties to her forbearers, she
struggles to make a wise and moral choice. After seeking guidance from philosophy, her body,
mysticism, and chance, she discovers her answer much closer to home. Motherhood is a
courageous, keenly felt, and starkly original novel that will surely spark lively conversations
about womanhood, parenthood, and about how—and for whom—to live.
Designed to help babies, toddlers, and preschoolers learn to read. Includes over 50 new and
familiar key words.
Babies play peekaboo, looking for their belly buttons, feet, and other body parts in this
interactive book. On board pages.
"Mama Natural's Week to Week Guide to Pregnancy is the modern (and yet ancient) approach
to pregnancy and childbirth. "Natural" recognizes that pregnancy and birth are normal, and that
having a baby is a wondrous biological process and rite of passage--not a medical condition.
This book draws upon the latest research showing how beneficial and life-changing natural
birth is for both babies and moms. Full of weekly advice and tips for a healthy pregnancy,
Grace details vital nutrition to take, natural remedies for common and troublesome symptoms,
as well as the appropriate (and inappropriate) use of interventions. Pregnancy, childbirth,
health, health and wellness, parenting, family"-Rod Campbell’s classic lift-the-flap book Dear Zoo has been a firm favorite with toddlers and
parents alike ever since it was first published in 1982. Young readers love lifting the flaps to
discover the animals the zoo has sent—a monkey, a lion, and even an elephant! But will they
ever find the perfect pet? With bright, bold artwork, a catchy refrain, and a whole host of
favorite animals, Dear Zoo is a must for every child’s bookshelf.
Briefly explains the process of sexual intercourse, conception, prenatal development, and birth.
If you choose to share 'the facts of life' with children at a young age, this is the perfect book to
do so. It gently guides the reader through each stage of a child's development within the womb
with charming illustrations and simple explanations, inviting lots of discussion and providing
answers to all those questions. Shortlisted for the Junior Science Book Award (now the Royal
Society's Science Prize).
"Where do babies come from?" It isn't unusual for new parents to be posed this delicate
question by the time their child is just three or four. Some children develop this natural curiosity
sooner, some later, but when questions about sexuality and reproduction inevitably arise, the
wise parent will keep this delightful book on hand! Playful in style without sacrificing
educational value, Andry and Schepp's, "How Babies are Made," is an invaluable resource for
parents eager to help their inquisitive children learn about sex and the reproductive process
with clarity, honesty, and accuracy. This slim volume will take you and your child through a
variety of reproductive processes in the plant and animal kingdom before finally delving into
human sexuality. Featuring inventive and engaging full-color, paper cutout illustrations by
Blake Hampton, "How Babies are Made" is guaranteed to help your child establish the
foundation on which they will build healthy sexual attitudes and practices as adults.
Using the analogy of how a cake is made, this text explains how a baby is conceived, clearly
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explaining all the different forms of conception that exist. The text can also help parents
introduce sexuality to their children at a young age.
Uses bird and bee cartoon characters to answer questions that younger children frequently ask
about the human body.
Indestructibles are the books built for the way babies read. They are 100 percent baby-proof,
chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that
holds up to anything babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the floor—
Indestructibles are the little books that could. They’re indestructible. And if they get dirty, just
throw them in the washing machine or dishwasher. Baby Faces features baby’s favorite thing:
pictures of other babies. It’s a book for parents and children to share together the many
moods of a baby.
"An exploratory journey through the airport."-With colorful artwork and lift-a-flaps, this chunky board book introduces Halloween. Simple
sentences reinforce future language structure. Grasping and lifting the flaps helps develop fine
motor skills.
From the expert team behind IT'S PERFECTLY NORMAL and IT'S SO AMAZING! comes a
book for younger children about their bodies — a resource that parents, teachers, librarians,
health care providers, and clergy can use with ease and confidence. Young children are
curious about almost everything, especially their bodies. And young children are not afraid to
ask questions. What makes me a girl? What makes me a boy? Why are some parts of girls'
and boys' bodies the same and why are some parts different? How was I made? Where do
babies come from? Is it true that a stork brings babies to mommies and daddies? IT'S NOT
THE STORK! helps answer these endless and perfectly normal questions that preschool,
kindergarten, and early elementary school children ask about how they began. Through lively,
comfortable language and sensitive, engaging artwork, Robie H. Harris and Michael Emberley
address readers in a reassuring way, mindful of a child's healthy desire for straightforward
information. Two irresistible cartoon characters, a curious bird and a squeamish bee, provide
comic relief and give voice to the full range of emotions and reactions children may experience
while learning about their amazing bodies. Vetted and approved by science, health, and child
development experts, the information is up-to-date, age-appropriate, and scientifically
accurate, and always aimed at helping kids feel proud, knowledgeable, and comfortable about
their own bodies, about how they were born, and about the family they are part of.
An engaging introduction for very young children to the basic facts of life in a way that is
gentle, age-appropriate and accessible. Child psychologist Dr. Jillian Roberts created the Just
Enough series to help parents and caregivers approach difficult subjects with little ones. These
primers offer a gentle and accessible starting point for conversations about important topics.
Research shows that children are learning about sex at an increasingly young age and often
from undesirable sources. The Q&A format, with questions posed in the child’s voice and
answers starting simply and becoming gradually more in-depth, allows the adult to guide the
conversation to a natural and satisfying conclusion. Additional questions at the back of the
book allow for further discussion. Where Do Babies Come From? is the first book in the Just
Enough series. Other topics in the series include death, cultural diversity and separation or
divorce.
Allows young children to discover the inner workings of the human body in a gently humorous,
yet wholly accurate way. Colour illustrations and diagrams display all the major organs of the
human body and are accompanied by witty, clear and informative factual text.
A long-standing favorite with Christian parents, The Wonderful Way Babies Are Made will help
you teach your children about families, babies, and sexual intimacy from a joyful Christian
perspective. Uniquely set against the backdrop of God's creation and our role in it, this book is
an excellent place to begin presenting the information, feelings, and attitudes you would like to
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share with your children about the truly wonderful way babies and families are made. Special
features include: Large-print, rhyming text designed to be read aloud to children three to eight.
In-depth, age-appropriate information in smaller print allows the book to "grow" with children
older than eight. A unique section to help children understand adoption. This kid-friendly and
thoughtfully written classic is sure to instill a lasting appreciation for the miracle of The
Wonderful Way Babies Are Made!
MINI TREASURES: delightful mini picture books to treasure forever. MUMMY LAID AN EGG
Mum and Dad decide it's time to tell the kids about the facts of life. But do they dare? And do
the really know everything about the birds and the bees?
Young readers are invited to join in a game of peek-a-boo, lifting flaps to find babies behind
laundry, umbrellas, and curtains.
THE GO-TO BOOK FOR PARENTS WANTING HELP WITH THAT TALK ... SHORTLISTED
FOR THE 2016 CHILDREN'S BOOK COUNCIL BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARDS It's one of
the most amazing stories ever told -- and it's true! Funny, frank and embarrassment-free, THE
AMAZING TRUE STORY OF HOW BABIES ARE MADE gives a fresh take on the incredible
tale of where we all come from. REVIEWS: 'If you're looking for a book for children that's
accessible but honest, sex positive and inclusive, THE AMAZING TRUE STORY OF HOW
BABIES ARE MADE is pretty much perfect.' -- Child Magazine 'Common sense, facts, the
delightful humour and illustrations will enable this book to be universally accessible and a joy to
be shared. A must buy for all parents.' -- Buzzword Books 'Highly recommended ... a
necessary addition to every parent library' -- ReadPlus.com.au 'It's the inclusive nature of the
book as well as its light touches of humour that make it a worthy update of a perennially
interesting subject' -- Sydney Morning Herald 'terrific, funny and explicit-in-a-good-way ...
Destined to become a classic.' -- Weekend West
A young child learns what to expect when his new sibling is born and comes into his life. On
board pages.
Drawing on the latest research, an updated guide discusses the ethics of gender selection,
explains how conception takes place, and tells how to use effective techniques to increase the
chances of having a girl or a boy. Original. 12,500 first printing.
Little Tree is very happy in the forest, where he is surrounded by other little trees and his
leaves keep him cool in the heat of summer, but when autumn comes and the other trees drop
their leaves, Little Tree cannot be persuaded to let his go, even after they wither and turn
brown.
From the author of How Are You Feeling Today? and Will You Be My Friend? comes a brand
new picture book all about the birds and the bees (sex education). It's natural for young
children to have questions about their bodies and where they came from, but it can seem a
daunting task to answer honestly so that they understand the subtleties of puberty, sex,
reproduction and relationships, and are comfortable with their bodies. This books uses clear,
easy to understand language to answer complex questions about sex and relationships, and
covers all manner of tricky subjects from puberty to consent with delicate accuracy and
honesty. Filled with bright, fun illustrations and helpful advice for parents and carers, Let's Talk
About the Birds and Bees is the perfect book for explaining the facts of life to small children.
How Are Babies Made?Usborne Pub Limited
Come along with Ryan, the seven-year-old YouTube mega-star from Ryan ToysReview, in this
Level 1 Ready-to-Read! Join Ryan on a tour of Ryan’s World, a place filled with all his favorite
things. In Ryan’s World, you can play sports, eat pizza, and pretend to be a superhero. You
can even meet Ryan’s friends like Combo Panda and Gus the Gummy Gator! Watch it. Read
it. Love it! TM & © 2019 RTR Production, LLC, RFR Entertainment, Inc. and Remka, Inc., and
PocketWatch, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Millions of Cats is a picture book which won the Newbery Honor award in 1929. It is about an
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old man and an old woman who were very lonely. They decided to get a cat, but when the old
man went out searching, he found not one cat, but millions and billions and trillions of cats!
How the old couple came to have just one cat to call their own is a classic tale that has been
loved for generations.
Geared to readers from preschool to age eight, What Makes a Baby is a book for every kind of
family and every kind of kid. It is a twenty-first century children’s picture book about
conception, gestation, and birth, which reflects the reality of our modern time by being inclusive
of all kinds of kids, adults, and families, regardless of how many people were involved, their
orientation, gender and other identity, or family composition. Just as important, the story
doesn’t gender people or body parts, so most parents and families will find that it leaves room
for them to educate their child without having to erase their own experience. Written by a
certified sexuality educator, Cory Silverberg, and illustrated by award-winning Canadian artist
Fiona Smyth, What Makes a Baby is as fun to look at as it is useful to read.
This inclusive guide to how every family begins is an honest, cheerful tool for conversations
between parents and their young ones. To make a baby you need one egg, one sperm, and
one womb. But every family starts in its own special way. This book answers the "Where did I
come from?" question no matter who the reader is and how their life began. From all different
kinds of conception through pregnancy to the birth itself, this candid and cozy guide is just right
for the first conversations that parents will have with their children about how babies are made.
Surveys the different ways in which children are conceived, develop, are born, and become
parts of families, examining special situations such as artificial insemination, cesarean births,
and families with adopted children or stepchildren.
The message behind the book is to always be true to yourself and always be who you were
meant to be! The value of being unique and a great person applies to people of all ages, from
birth to two hundred years old. The illustrations and the beautiful colors will make your day
brighter, no matter what your age is. After all, age means nothing... It's all in how you feel!
Each one of us is unique. It is important to remember that your differences are what make you
special and what make this world a beautiful place. Share your inner beauty with others. "Be
Who You Were Meant To Be" reminds its readers to be themselves and to be proud of who
they are. Always be yourself.
Never before have the facts of life been presented in such an accessible—or novel—way. Our
hero is Willy, a little sperm who lives inside Mr. Browne with 300 million friends. Every day
Willy practices for the Great Swimming Race. And when the day arrives, he swims faster than
his 300 million friends to win the prize—a marvelous egg. Then something wonderful happens,
and eventually Mr. and Mrs. Browne have a baby girl who has the same winning smile as Willy
and who grows up to be a great swimmer. Hilariously funny, warm, and endearing, this is a
picture book that appeals on different levels to both children and grown-ups. “Fresh, original,
and imaginative. . . . Allan’s achievement is in couching fascinating facts within the construct
of a gentle, direct narrative. A little knowledge is a wonderful thing, and as the rest of the facts
of life fall into place, Allan’s readers will look back on this book with a mixture of fondness and
wry amusement.” —The Guardian (UK)

Presents letters of the alphabet along with words that begin with each letter, in a book
with letter-shaped cut-outs young readers can trace with their finger. On board pages.
Young children can lift the flaps to see a variety of baby's expressions. On board
pages.
Root and Walker introduce readers to a whole springtime full of babies taking that first
thrilling step toward independence.--"The Horn Book." Full color.
A split-page board book with tactile elements on each page.
Demonstrates through pictures and fold-over pages the processes of the human body,
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including digestion, senses, and how babies are born.
Provides information about different species of dolphins, including anatomy, behavior,
and life cycles.
Explains how a baby is conceived, how it grows inside the mother's womb, how it is
born, and what it does after it is born.
Alternating die-cut pages transform one baby face into another with the flip of a page. A
baby with no hair becomes a baby with black hair, then a baby with brown hair. A baby
with no hat is transformed into a baby with an orange hat, then a baby with a purple hat.
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